EASTGATE FARMS • CREEDMOOR, NC

Just minutes from the quaint town of Creedmoor, North Carolina, Eastgate Farms on Will Sutt Road is an exceptional property that includes a charming historic home and approximately 200 acres of prime land and timber. Along with many improvements, the whole property is fenced thus adding much value. For more information and a showing on this exceptional North Carolina farm, contact Frank Gombatz today at 919-696-4249 or visit our website at www.legacyfarmsandranches.com.
In a storybook North Carolina setting, this charming historic home is a spectacular opportunity in the Creedmoor-Butner area. This is the perfect estate home yet ideally suited for a bed and breakfast or wedding facility. The grounds are immaculate in design, and are surrounded by numerous outbuildings and barns. The tranquil pond setting encompasses two arched bridges along with many flowering plant varieties.
The home has many fine features including hardwoods floors in most rooms. The oversized living room has exposed beams and a fireplace; the adjoining dining room is also well-sized and opens up to the spacious kitchen with lots of cabinet space and closet. Both open up to the back porch area with exceptional views of the grounds. The first floor also features a library with fireplace and custom bookshelves, and the stairwell leads to the upper bedrooms.
Each morning, you awaken to your own retreat, a North Carolina paradise. Deer and turkey are abundant as well as many other native wildlife species. The well-kept grounds offer scenic views around every corner, and many of the buildings are still in use today. There are a variety of sheds for heavy equipment and farming implements.

Dozens of varieties of flowering shrubs blossom throughout the season.
The whole property abounds with wildlife and scenic beauty. Driving into the farm, you're greeted with a private and well-landscaped entryway with views of a variety of flowering bushes, winding fencing and open fields. Across the whole farm, you'll be amazed at the grounds. Call Frank Gombatz today for a showing at 919-696-4249 and be sure to watch the online video.